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About This Game
D.W.A.R.F.S. is an abbreviation for Dapper Wacky Although Rather Fierce Squad.
Welcome to the Magic Forest! Whenever there is trouble, every single animal,
big or small, can count on the dwarfs' help. Although it may seem like the
squad prefer relaxation to work, the dwarfs are the greatest rescue unit
in the Magic Forest, and they are always ready for action!
D.W.A.R.F.S. is a logic-adventure game embedded in a fairytale world of magic creatures, dwarfs and
animals. In the game you will come across several types of NPCs (squirrels, frogs, hedgehogs, gnomes etc.),
and control 6 dwarfs (Macro, Hoplo, Bingo, Reperto, Retro, and Klepto), each of which has unique abilities.
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Each of the 5 game locations is designed for approximately 2 hours of gameplay.
Features
-5 game locations (town in the Magic Forest, Prison, Circus, Beavers Dam, D.W.A.F.S. abode
-Logical and thought-provoking puzzles
-Play as 7 different D.W.A.R.F.S. characters
-Several types of NPC’s
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Title: D.W.A.R.F.S.
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
ZSK Progres s.c.
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2008
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Being a hobbyist game maker, this is a great tool for many purposes, I primarily use it to make background/foreground objects
in a platformer, being able to mold a square into a tree with spindly branches and then adding a tree bark texture it looks really
nice, and then you have 2 options, export it as an object and import it into a program such as blender, where you can add the
material, edit it, animate it (if you know what your doing!) or take a screenshot and use as a sprite in a game object, what would
make it amazing and worth probably triple the price is if you could use preset skeleton rigs and mold a character round that, but
then every man and his dog would be making games, oh wait, they already are :). good game if you like good games. Don't.
Waste. Your. Money. On. This.. Enjoying this game - it's got some really great ideas. The spells work really well, and the
enviroment is a good mix of creepy and involving. It's not too scary, but expect to jump a bit and panic when the bad guys start
shuffling towards you!
Also uses room-scale well, as you have to crouch to get through narrow gaps which adds to the immersion.
It's the first game on the Vive which actually feels like a 'proper' game, with progression, rather than the normal 'set-a-score,
then-try-and-beat-that-score' which is very common on VR at the moment.
It's early access at the moment, but I'm enjoying it.
Recommended.
For info, it works perfectly on my R9 290, which is at the lower end of Vive requirements.. This game reminds me of
Spacechem, only it doesn't feel like homework.
Splice is a game made by the creators of Spacechem. It is an experimental puzzle game where you are given a limited number of
"splices" to re-arrange the composition of a cell. You do this to try and match the predetermined shape given to you.
...Yeah, that sounds complicated as hell now that I think about it. But it is a complex game. Each level is a puzzle that needs to
be solved. Its an interesting puzzle game, but the presentation is what I think makes the game. The music is great, creating a
peaceful and calming atmosphere. The graphics, while simple, are very pretty, with cells moving in an organically smooth way
when moved.
Its a small little puzzle game, but I found myself enjoying it much more than I thought I would. Give it a go.. I will right a
review for this game when it let's me make a character till then , plz let me make a character also you can only play on US server
not on EU on Eu u can't a character yet and some names what are not taken are said to be taken already.. really funny short
game (20-30min and u finish it) , will try the other version !. This game is phenominal great boss battles, and a great challenge..
I'm not normally a fan of grazing in shooters but it's very generous and rewarding in this game. Really clean look, great
soundtrack, some unlockables. Not very difficult on Novice or Arcade. I think it's up there with Blue Revolver and Mecharitz as
far as super tight indie "shumps" on Steam.
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Didn't expect to like this game. I mean, I like RPGs, and roguelikes, and card games, so I WANTED to like this, but felt it was a
big gamble when I dropped the full $10 price tag on an impulse. Luckily, I can say it's actually pretty fun! Think of this game as
a roguelike with meta-progression in the form of character talents that are persistent between runs. Except, everything is
governed by dice rolls... and itemization is pretty bland ("items" just give you more dice)...
But the abilities are cool! They normally involve some kind of trade-in to either get more pips on your dice *or* swap between
different colored dice, etc. The potions you get as you level up are really useful also. And I love when simple concepts like dice
rolls are used in interesting ways that just "feel right" in terms of the fantasy/magic they are intended to represent. Like I used to
feel that way playing MTG all the time, does that make sense? For example...
* "Haste" - You give up 3 mana pips and get a 6 pips dexterity die in return
* "Accuracy" - You give up 3 dexterity pips and get a 6 pips black die in return (black pips can be used on any encounter
square, regardless of color)
* "Mana Font" - Upgrades any mana die to 6 pips
* "Dodge" - You give up a dexterity die to avoid 1 heart damage
* Health potions restore heart points, mana potions roll extra mana dice, etc.
...Get the picture? I love how it all just clicks and inherently makes sense.
Only complaint I can think of is that every class has the exact same set of talents. I mean they have a unique class ability, so
that's ok, but the talent sheet you invest in between dungeon runs is the same across the board. That seems kind of lame, don't
you think? Regardless, I died probably 5 times before I finally beat the 1st boss, and each time I got that urge... to play... one...
more... run...! So this is a success as far as I'm concerned.
One thing I will say, however, is that this game is entirely controlled by mouse input, thus it is PERFECTLY designed for a
click-based mobile version... which what do you know, does indeed exist! So you may want to consider iPad instead if that's an
option for you. I wish I had personally since I fly a lot for work, and the price is the same on either platform. Sorry to say there's
no iPhone version, however.
Enjoy!. I would have to say that im disappointed in this game. I usually enjoy trivia games. But never played a You Don't know
Jack Games. The main problem i have with the game is the way the questions are asked. Instead of simply asking you who
directed this and who was in that or what scene is this from. It has to ask you question in some nonsensical way. like "In the
movie Airplane, Jimmy is asked if he has seen a grown man naked. Who would he see naked in the directors other movies". Its
actually a trick question since that movie had 3 directors. Also i got really annoyed by the narrator constant sarcasm. That alone
gives me a reason not to play this again.. This goes side by side with my review for Metal Slug 3, bad game and bad PC port.
Get Guilty Gear X2 instead, it's much better.. Call to Arms is one of those games that i've picked up thinking this will be good
for a little while.... and now im hooked, got stuck in one campaign mission and left it for a while then came back and i'm
like...why did i stop playing this?. Jde to :DDD. Magical girl v2/20. This game is terrible the camera glitch the parachute glitch
3D version is terrible
. great little game
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